With its functional
modular design,
Euro Shelving provides
great versatility for the
creation of customised
storage facilities.

■ Multi-purpose, fully
adjustable steel
shelving
■ Shelves have front
and rear box section
construction for
strength and rigidity
■ Easily built and adjusted
■ Shelf Clips simply slot
into the frame uprights
to secure the shelves
in position, creating an
extremely rigid structure
in which shelves can be
re-positioned if required
■ Ideal for static, mobile
or tiered shelving
solutions
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STORMOR Euro Shelving
BioCote Protection

Euro Shelving primary components

Stormor Euro shelving
specified with Light Grey
finish is BioCote protected.
BioCote is a proven,
patent-protected paint
additive which inhibits the growth of potentially
lethal bacteria and fungi. This reduces the risk of
cross-contamination from surfaces with high
contact frequency.
The anti-microbial agent provided by BioCote
remains constant on the surface, interrupting the
cells’ ability to function, grow and reproduce.
It has been shown to inhibit the growth of
organisms such as E.coli and MRSA, thus forming
an effective part of good hygiene practice.
BioCote does not deteriorate and therefore remains
effective for the standard life of the painted surface.

Locking clip 4 required per shelf

Shelves have
slot piercings
to accept
dividers.
(Unpierced
shelves are also
available).
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clad frame
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frame

Frame height range, mm

from 1200 - 3600

Shelf widths, mm (nominal) 900/1000/1200

Frame depths, mm

300/400/450/500/600/750/900

Shelf depths, mm (nominal) 300/400/450/500/600/750/900

3 Frame duties: standard, heavy and extra heavy

3 Shelf duties: standard, heavy and extra heavy

Accessories
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Euro Shelving is a modular system,
with accessories which are added to the
basic shelving for multi-purpose storage.
1. Shelf Bin Fronts - Retain loose components for order
picking. Available flat, or angled at 450.
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2. Part-Height Shelf Dividers - Partition shelves to
create storage bins. Adjustable across the shelf width.
3. Full-Height Shelf Dividers.
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4. Floor Trim - Provides a dust barrier between the base
shelf and the floor.
5. Part-Depth Shelf Brackets - Allow shelves of
different depths to be combined in a 600mm deep bay.
6. Cupboard Doors - With 3-point locking.
Door Heights: Full 2100mm, Half (shown) 1100mm.
7. Timber Shelving - An alternative to steel shelves.
8. Lateral Filing Cradles - For most popular types of
lateral file. Depth adjustable from 428mm-285mm
(fits 500mm deep shelving bays only).
9. Garment Hanging - Adjustable rails and brackets.
With 3 rail slot positions in 450mm deep brackets and
5 rail slot positions in 600 & 750mm deep brackets.
10. Steel Drawers - Fitted on telescopic runners,
with compartment dividers & protective base liners.
11. Plastic Drawers on shelving - Provide easy access
to small items.
12. Plastic Drawers - Available in 3 sizes. Dividers form
internal storage compartments. Supplied with labels.
13. Louvre Panels - To carry CP Plastic Container
range. Steel spigots for hanging storage of tools,
components or materials, can also be fitted.
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14. CP Containers - Useful open top plastic storage
boxes, available in 6 sizes and 4 colours.

Guide to
colour finishes
Check delivery lead time for other colours.
These swatches should be used only as
an approximate guide to the actual
painted colours.

Member Company

Frame
bracing,
cladding,
shelf and
accessory
colour

Stormor Grey*
RAL 7035

*BioCote Protected

Standard
(SpeedRange)
Upright
Colours

Stormor Grey*
RAL 7035

Standard
Upright
Colours

Traffic Red
RAL 3020

Suave Blue
BS 5252 20 E56

Moss Green
RAL 6005

Graphite Grey
BS 5252 18 A14

Marine Blue
RAL 5001
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